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Abstract-We present a methodology for investigating the
response of a complex on-chip interconnect network to external
and internal noise, through the development of a 3-D solver based
on creating a lumped element model of an interconnect network
and solving for its impulse responses. Our method exhibits a
lower computational cost than SPICE and allows the user the
flexibility to work on a wide variety of interconnect network
geometries as well as to include as many parasitic effects as
desired for the application.
I. INTRODUCTION

We developed a methodology for investigating the response
of a complex on-chip interconnect network to external electromagnetic interference or internal noise, modeled by randomly
distributed signals injected into and induced on the network.
Our 3-D solver uses the network s impulse responses to
characterize its full time- and space-varying outputs.
While full-wave electromagnetic solutions have been used
to model on-chip interconnect networks [1], [2], these are computationally intensive for such structures on a semiconducting
substrate. The wide variations in the significant dimensions
such as layer thicknesses conductivities and dielectric constants require the creation of a complex mesh with associated
numerical problems. For a problem like determining which
points on a chip are particularly vulnerable to noise coupling,
the ability to quickly repeat simulations on a certain network
for many input distributions would be advantageous. Our
method provides this ability without having to solve for the
entire system repeatedly, saving storage and operation counts.
II METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1.

Unit cell examples for a two-metal process.

vulnerability. The responses to impulses induced at or injected
into likely input points in the network are then calculated. At
this step, the full system is solved. These impulse responses are
all we need to get the output for any random signal distribution
[4]. Repeating this process to obtain the responses to different
random input distributions does not require solving for the
response of the the full network again.
This method has two main computational advantages. First,
we need to use full-wave solutions only to obtain equivalent
circuits for small unit cells if desired. For a preliminaryanalysis type approach, a full-wave solution might prove unneeded and unit cells may simply be constructed by inspection.
Second, for selected network points of interest, we need the
impulse responses at these points only to have been calculated
and stored to get the response to a general input. Especially
when exploring effects of random interference, this method
has speed and storage advantages over repeating full lumpednetwork solutions for all possible input distributions.

We model on-chip interconnect networks as lumped element
networks comprised of unit cells, following a similar approach
III. NUMERICAL MODELING
to [3]. Possible unit cell "seed"s for a two-metal process are
displayed in Figure 1. Equivalent circuits for unit cells and the A Theory
couplings between them are obtained through methods to be
Consider a linear time-invariant system using the spatial codetailed later.
ordinate
x. Let hi x, t] be a system s time-dependent Green s
Next, we set up a lumped-element network using our specific interconnect network layout and determine which output function response at every point in the system to a unit impulse
nodes are of interest. For instance, the gate of the transistor in at point xi and time t-0, 8 - xi]6[t]:
a low-noise amplifier could be picked as a particular point of
(1)
6[x xi]6[t] 7, hi [x, t].
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We can define an input function f [x, t], whose value at point
xi over all time t is given by
f [, t]= f[w?t]j6[w £i]
(2)
Sampling this function at time points tj, we can write it as
a summation of impulses marching over time, assuming the
time points are sufficiently close and the sampling frequency

sufficiently high:

f [xit t]

L f [, tj][x - ti]6[t - tj].
j

(3)

This will then cause the time-dependent system response
Fi [, t] at all points in the system:
(4)
f [xi, t] >Fi [x, t] L f [xi, tj] hi [x, t -tjl
Thus Fi [, t] is the contribution to the system response by an
input applied at point xi over the time points tj. Figure 2
shows two such responses F1 and F2 to two inputs fil and
f2, which are applied at times tjl and tj2 respectively.
The principle of superposition [5] gives the response of a
linear system to the full input J [x t] as the sum of all Fi:
(5)
F[x t] = LL Ja[i tj]hiaS?t-tj]
1

J

Thus if the impulse responses h a[x, t,t at point x,,,t to
impulses at every possible input point are known, defining
a space- and time-dependent random input distribution by the
coefficients oaij := f [xi, tj] gives the system output at xout
by time-shifting and summation:

tin << th, the operation cost of the time-shifting/summation
depends largely on th. These scalar-vector multiplications,
vector shifting and summations of Eq. 6 are needed only once
per input and output points of interest. Assuming there are
Nin likely input points (e.g. points vulnerable to EM coupling
or noise injection as from a power rail) and Nout important
output points we are interested in, obtaining the entire solution
thus requires NiVnV1otO(th) operations.
Repeating the calculation for different random inputs does
not require solving the response of the entire network again,
whereas SPICE solves the entire netwo'rk matrix equatiorn at
each timestep [6]. Its operation cost per timestep grows as N',
where N is the number of mesh points and Tr > 1 depends on
the matrix equation solution method. Typically, N >> Nin or
NV0t, and the number of timesteps depends on how fast the
impulse responses decay, paralleling the 0(th) component of
the cost of our method.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Our solver allows convenient construction of large interconnect networks from unit cells. The program has two independent modules: Impulse response solver and input signal
response calculator. The former sets up and solves KCL
equations for our mesh. The latter performs Eqn. 7 at each
output node.

A. Unit Cells and the Lumped Elemnent Network
Possible metal segment combinations in a small area define
our unit cells. Various equivalent circuit models, including
(6) semiconducting substrate effects, for coupled interconnect
Sout ? t-tj
F[xo1ut,
t]
segments have been proposed [7], [8]. The element values can
be derived by parameter extraction from full-wave simulations
f[,tj, F[x,t]
or S-parameter measurements [9].
For the purposes of our application, it is critical that
ii
f[x11,t]-f1l[x11,t
the
equivalent lumped element network be linear and time40
frx12t =f
j
invariant. The common RLCG-type models for single and
9x~~2
coupled transmission lines conform to this requirement. For
#t
W_-B ig-_
the future expansion of this work, nonlinear loads such as
transistor gates may be coupled into certain nodes. The operation conditions should then be assessed carefully to provide
t2
a linearized model for such devices.
t
Figure 3 shows somn possible simplified unit cell equivalent
circuit definitions in a two-metal technology.
To sum up, combining unit cells with ground connections
Fig. 2. Time-dependent responses over all space to two individual inputs
and on-chip device loads according to the layout, we obtain
applied at different x-points at different times tj.
a full lumped -element network. We can also define unit
cells describing the interaction between stacked (3-D) chips'
B Computatinal Cost
interconnect
layers by treating inter-tier vias as analogous to
Once the impulse responses hi a tJ have been calculated, to
inter-metal
vias. While the cubic increase in the number
layer
find the response to a time-dependent input f1 [x, t], we proceed
of
mesh
would limit repeated full analysis of such
points
by adding the output contribution from each input time step:
interconnect networks with SPICE, and although our impulse
0 [t] + fi htn
(7) response calculations are bound by the same limit once these
Vou[tVtVout
I x hi [t-tnt
For tin temporal and Nin spatial input points, this single mul- have been completed finding the full response of a 3-D system
tiplication/addition combination is carried out t iNith times to random different inputs with our Green's Function based
where th is the number of timesteps required for the impulse method is only slightly more complex or computationally
response due to that particular input point to decay. Thus if intensive than the same operation on a 2-D system.

=LLaijhi

jx ,It
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Fig. 3.

Two-metal network; a
Possible unit cells partitioned.

sim-plified equivalent RC network shown.

B. Sample Results
We have compared both impulse response and full input response solutions with the SPICE results for a 5x5x3
mesh (N 75), in which each node is connected with an
R//C to its six nearest neighbours, with bottom layer nodes
down-connected to ground and top layer nodes with no upconnections. In this network the north-south resistors are 5
§1, east-west resistors are 10 §1, inter-layer resistors are 10
KQ, and all capacitors are 10 mF. The impulses are injected
at points (1,1,1) -bottom layer -and (3,3,2) -middle
layer. The full input consists of a 4 ms, 4 A impulse injected
at (1, 1, 1) and 3 ms later a 5 ins, 8 A impulse at (3,3,2),
the rise and fall times are 50 ps. Fig. 4 demonstrates the
agreement between the SPICE results and our solver. For this
mesh, SPICE requires 0.24 msec per timestep, while our input
response solver takes 0.0124 msec per timestep and output
point. We have performesd a convergenice analysis on the results
of our code to demonstrate that it is first-order convergent, as
expected from the time-discretization scheme that was used to
set up the KCL equations featuring capacitors.
Figure 5 presents the evolution of an impulse response in
time. The larger 2 fx1 Ix5 system being solved has the same
parameters as the 5x5x3 system above. The unit impulse is
given at point (I, I), at the lowest layer. The figure presents
the spread of the Green's function response to this input over
25 ns. At 1 ns the impulse response has reached Layer 5
and hegun to~spread by coupling hetwxeen the mesh points.
It spreads more in the y-direction, with its smaller resistances,
than in the x-direction. At around t 13ns, the peak has decayed
considerably and reached the opposite edge, at which point it
starts coupling back in the direction it came from. Once again
the signal spreads more in tbe v direction.
Fig. 6 shows a more complex 50x0x3 (V 7500) network.
The two bottom layers are envisioned as bus lines. The top
layer is designed after a clock H-tree. Metal I (MI) segments
are assumed to point north-south (towards the up-right/downleft of the figure) and Metal 2 segments are assumed to point
east-west; Metal 3 segments can point either way, depending
on where they are in the H-tree.
Between the layers, there is resistive coupling where there
are vias and capacitive coupling at other overlapping areas.
,
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Fig. 4. A 5x5x3 mesh lull response simulation. Top: Our solver combines
impulse responses at three points using the input data. Bottom: SPICE
pertorms lull mesh solution at each timestep tor the same input pattern. IThe
solutions match.

At the first level, for points wbere there are no actual M 1
segments, there are still "dummy" nodes where necessary to
set up capacitive coupling between the upper metal layers and
grouuidcd substiatc. Tlicrc aic similar iiudcs at tlic seccuid lcvcl
where such coupling between Ml and M3 layers is needed.
The equivalent lumped element network values were obtamned by using experimental data for a three-metal 0.5 jim
process, published by the MOSIS fabrication facility [10].
Our network is comprised of 10 im long, 4 jim~wide metal
segments, with a 6jim separation.
Fig. 7 shows signals induced at four nodes of this network
by a combination of a ground-level, 0. 1 mA noise spike
injected at (5,15,1), and a top-level, 5 mA interference pulse
injected at (25,25,), the center of the H-tree. The closest
output at (29,50,3) has the highest response to the (25,25,3)
input, it is worth noting tbat tbe other tbree, equidistant points
however exhibit different responses to this input thanks to
the effects of the lower metal layers and a via on the path
to (9,1,3). The lower left point (9,1,3) is found to be most
sensitive to the ground-level pulse due to proximity and the
presence of a close resistive path. The different end points
of the H-network respond with different time constants and
sensitivities to this input. With our method it is easy to explore
the location-dependent response to other input signals.
V. CONCLUSION

A computationally efficient method for the analysis of noise
coupling to on-chip interconnect networks is presented. We
solve for the impulse responses of a lumped element network
created by defining interconnect unit cells and extracting their
equivalent circuit parameters, which reflect the semiconducting
substrate and geometric effects of the layout. We can adapt
the method for 2-D or 3-D systems by changing the coupling
networks between unit cells, which might model layers in a
chip stack. Thereafter the effects uf different inputs can be
obtained simply from these impulse responses without having
to solve for the full network. Thus the method allows rapid
exploration of the responses of different layouts to many
different inputs.
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Fig. 7. Responses of the network in Fig.6 to a combined input signal injected
at points (5,15, 1) and (25,25,3). Distance as well as the effect of inter-level
coupling and presence of paths to ground affect the responses.
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